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With monster trucks 
and Comic-Con, Saudis 

defy killjoy image

Visitors enjoy the cherry blossoms at the Yuyuantan Park during spring festival in Beijing, yesterday. People started crowding the park for the popular annual Cherry Blossoms festival which has more than
2,000 cherry trees.—AP

Donald Trump lollies on 
sale for unhappy Americans 

Unhappy Americans can now get sweet revenge on
President Donald Trump by purchasing Smith & Sinclair's
limited edition 'Trump Sucks' lollipops on National
'Something On A Stick' Day. 500 have gone up for pre-
order online for £5 each with 10 per cent of profits going
to Planned Parenthood. They've gone on sale in protest to
Trump's executive order to ban federal money going to
international groups which perform or provide information
on abortions.  They came in two gruesome flavors,
Butterscotch & Sea Salt and Strawberry & Mint. 

Woman arrested for loudly
listening to Ed Sheeran 

A woman has been arrested for listening to Ed Sheeran on
repeat loudly. IT V reported that Sonia Bryce from
Willenhall near Walsall in the West Midlands will spend
time in prison after she allegedly played his number one
hit 'Shape of You' from his latest record 'Divide' extremely
loudly. The woman had previously been cautioned about
"creating a nuisance" in a court order from her landlords.
And in December, she was arrested and accused of ignor-
ing the order has been accused of breaching it with the
flame-haired hunk's track.  According to The Independent
newspaper, a judge ruled that she would be "wholly unac-
ceptable level of disturbance". She was reportedly told by
the court: "You must learn that you should behave as a rea-
sonable and responsible adult and not make life for your
neighbors the misery that you have."

Driver damages car whilst trying to
squeeze through a gap that is too small 

A driver scraped her car after trying to squeeze it through a
gap smaller than the vehicle. A video clip that has gone
viral showed the driver attempting to driver her Vauxhall
Corsa between two stone pillars in an attempt to get out of
a car park in Gravesend in Kent. In the footage unearthed

by The Sun newspaper, the woman can be seen edging
towards the gap, and even instructed the help of passers-
by to direct her and at one point in a bid to shave a few
centimeters off the width of her vehicle, she pushed the
wing mirrors in. But as she attempted to drive through the
gate for a final time, crunching can be heard, which
prompted the passer-by to alert the driver to stop after she
drifted too far across to the left, and ended up scraping her
car on the exposed brick pillars. Other witnesses found the
woman's attempt amusing before she finally gets out the
car and admits defeat.

Flight attendants witness bizarre things 
Flight attendants have witnessed babies poo in the aisles
and couples have oral sex on aeroplanes. Staff have shared
their bizarre sightings on Quora in a bid to share with the
world many of the things they witness travellers do on a
daily basis and still manage to cause shock. One recalled
seeing a mother let her child foul in the aisle, a couple giv-
ing each other mouth sex in their seats and a parent put-
ting their baby in the overhead cabin. Former flight atten-
dant Heather Wilde said: "People change their babies on
the snack trays in full view of everyone like it is perfectly
normal behavior. Others decide it is too risky to use the
lavatory to join the mile high club and just ask for a pillow -
then leave it on the seat when they leave (which then goes
straight into the trash)." And air hostess Olivia Roqua
recalled a hair-raising experience.  She said: "One lady
handed me a teacup to clear, then asked me to wait while
she pulled some long loose strands of hair from her head,
balled them up and popped them in the teacup that was
now on my tray. "I've also seen a woman put her baby in
the hat rack and had people ask where the toilet is for US
passport holders."-Bang Showbiz

Bizarre News 

She was Picasso's forgotten wife, written out of history
as a "neurotic", snobbish depressive who was a drag
on the great artist. But a new exhibition is shining a

very different light on Olga Khokhlova, his first wife who he
refused to divorce because he did not want to split his art-
works and his vast wealth with her. Drawing on previously
unseen letters, photographs and films from the Picasso
family's private archives, Olga emerges as a major influ-
ence on the greatest painter of the 20th century.

Picasso fell madly in love with the beautiful Russian bal-
lerina in 1917 after seeing her dance in "Parade" by Sergei
Diaghilev, Erik Satie and Jean Cocteau for which he had
designed the set and the costumes. The exhibition at the
Picasso Museum in Paris-the first ever devoted to Olga-
shows how she was his main model and muse throughout
his classical period. First his view of her was carnal, but as
time went by and his ardour cooled, he portrayed her as
melancholic, often sitting or reading. Later as their mar-
riage soured in the 1920s and 1930s, Olga is shown as
"deformed" and contorted by pain and regret.

'Opens up his life' 
By then Picasso was leading a double life having

become infatuated with a buxom 17-year-old French girl,
Marie-Therese Walter, who he picked up in the street. In
one telling photo taken by Picasso in his studio, the slim
and elegant Olga is shot sitting on a chair behind which
looms a nude of the voluptuous Marie-Therese who-unbe-
known to Olga-had replaced her in his bed. Olga's grand-
son Bernard Ruiz-Picasso told AFP that the family's letters

and photos allow a "really fascinating study of the direct
links between the artist, his work and what was influencing
him at the time". Picasso's friend and biographer, the
British art historian Sir John Richardson-who described
Olga as "rather neurotic"-has already called the trove "a
revelation and absolutely astonishing. It opens up his life,"
he said.

Picasso has often been condemned as a macho misogy-
nist, whose sex drive and selfishness left a trail of destruc-
tion behind him-with Marie-Therese, his second wife
Jacqueline Roque and a grandson all committing suicide.
But curator Emilia Philippot said the documents show a
more nuanced view of his relationship with Olga, with one
home movie showing her plucking daisy petals and
mouthing the words, "He loves me, he loves me not."

'Very mysterious woman' 
"She is a very mysterious woman. In his portraits and

photos of her she does not smile a lot... but when you see
her in the films she is actually very joyous and girl-like.
She's a dancer and she is always dressing up and being
playful with the dogs." Ruiz-Picasso said it emerged from
her letters that Olga had good reason to be sad and preoc-
cupied.

Born in what is now Ukraine, her father-a colonel in the
Russian imperial army-had disappeared in the chaos of the
Bolshevik revolution. While she and Picasso were climbing
the social ladder in Paris, her family was losing everything.
Picasso idealized Olga on canvas as the model of perfect
motherhood after the birth of their son Paulo in 1921, but
soon the relationship began to go wrong. "She was known
for her fits of jealousy and obviously there were some real
tensions within the relationship," Philippot said.

"But I think Picasso had love and respect for her. He too
was a prisoner of their situation, which he expressed in
comparing himself to the Minotaur," the imprisoned
mythological half-man half bull. The couple separated in
1935, but still financially dependent on him, "Olga had real
trouble accepting the separation", Philippot added. "She
was very alone and she suffered a lot. After the war when
Picasso settled in the south of France, Olga followed him,
going from hotel to hotel, living out of her suitcase," while
Paulo became his father's chauffeur.

"She would send Picasso little cards with photographs
of Paulo and the grandchildren as if they were still a fami-
ly." But Picasso "never replied to her letters" and wanted
nothing of the reconciliation and conventional family life
that Olga craved. Dismissed as "mad" by many of Picasso's
friends, she died from cancer in the French Mediterranean
resort of Cannes in 1955. Four years later Picasso married
Roque, who he painted obsessively until his death in 1973.
The exhibition runs until September 3. — AFP

Picasso's tragic first wife
emerges from the shadows

This file picture dated 3
February 1968 shows spanish
painter and sculptor Pablo
Picasso. — AFP


